AUBREY

BRAND PYRAMID

CONSUMER TARGET

Female skew, 25-44. Multicultural and
relatively mainstream. Concerned
about the chemicals in her personal
care products; always craving a little
more confidence.

Positively
Natural*
To harness the power of
nature to inspire positivity
and self-love

CONSUMER INSIGHT

I constantly fight synthetic influences to
feel beautiful as my true self.

BRAND PERSONALITY

Inclusive, positive, confident, genuine,
approachable.

Brand Essence

Brand Purpose

I feel confident and beautiful as my
authentic self

Emotional Benefit

Full line of hair and skin care products made
without synthetic chemicals or expectations

Pioneer the
NOPC category
since 1967

No sulfates,
no parabens,
no phthalates,
no artificial colors,
no artificial
fragrances.

50+ year
heritage of
bringing
expertise and
innovation to
NOPC

Functional Benefit

Individual skews
with strong natural
claims (e.g. made
with 75% organic
ingredients)

*For internal use only

Reasons to Believe

WHO ARE WE TALKING TO?
Multicultural women, 25-44

WHAT ARE WE SELLING?
Natural + organic skin and
hair care products

HOW ARE WE SPECIAL?
A pioneer in its space, Aubrey Organics creates
products free from harmful synthetic chemicals

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Because natural ingredients support our
health and wellness, and remind us to
embrace our authentic selves

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

AUBREY
Authentic beauty is not complicated. It is not overdressed or boastful.
And it can’t be made on an assembly line. That’s because the most
beautiful things come from nature; they are bright petals and confident
stems. It is a natural vitality that cannot be manufactured or replicated.
And it’s the same beauty we see in ourselves. This is why we look to
nature for self-care, because we want to share its integrity and to feel
beautifully true to ourselves.
Since 1967, Aubrey has been a pioneer in the natural beauty industry. As
one of the first companies in its space, Aubrey is dedicated to making
skin and hair care products with pure, organic ingredients that are both
effective and honest. And because we don’t use harmful synthetic
chemicals, you can be confident in a beauty routine that doesn’t
compromise your trust or your health. Because we believe that you
shouldn’t question yourself, your worth or your beauty products.
Real ingredients. Real beauty. Real you.

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

TONE
Spirited and confident, the Aubrey brand tone communicates
authenticity. It is positive, level-headed and optimistic, but
not naive or foolish. In speaking to our audience, we seek to
communicate individuality, self-worth and integrity. Though
our tone is casual, it is not presumptuous or overly familiar;
we lead by example, showing who we are rather than telling
our audience who they are.

MOOD
Aubrey is bold and beautiful. Its aesthetic embraces
individuality with a flair for color. Diverse models exude
positivity and self-confidence to set an example of how
self-care and personal pride play an important role in
being true to our authentic selves.

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Models
Photography captures the uniqueness and
individualism of our target. Portrait-style
imagery features casual, candid subjects
who appear confident and self-possessed.
Imagery communicates the sense of
authenticity and positivity that our audience
feels when using Aubrey products.
Lighting is natural and daylit
Subjects appear natural, candid and casual
Please avoid:
Posed, overdressed or overly
made-up subjects
Overly produced or photoshopped images
Dull, dark or unnatural lighting

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Product - bright geometrics
Product photography is color-forward
and eye-catching. A bright palette and
clean geometric forms lend a sense of
energy and movement, while asymmetrical
lines defy expectation and reiterate the
brand’s sense of individualism. Hands,
arms and raw ingredients are featured as
complements to the product and image
composition, while also adding to brand’s
dynamism and authenticity.

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Product - black nature
Dramatic and visually arresting, product
photography uses natural ingredients as
the prominent visual cue for the brand.
Botanicals are featured against a clean
black or white backdrop, where they
are both highlighted and elevated. This
ingredient-forward approach reiterates
the product quality while leveraging
nature as a design element.

*All images are for inspiration only and are not licensed for advertising use.

FONTS
Our display font, Contax Sans, is a contemporary typeface with generous proportions and
clean, crisp lines. Ideal for legibility and easy reading, its subtle stem variations signify one of
Aubrey’s key values: that beauty comes in all shapes and sizes.
Sonny Gothic is our text font. Inspired by the geometric style of the 70s, Sonny Gothic
is a geometric typeface with a modern twist. With varying weights containing differing
characters and ligatures, this font is well-suited for a wide range of communicative needs.

text:
Sonny Gothic Light
Sonny Gothic Book
Sonny Gothic Bold

SHAMPOO
Shine
Enhancer

display:
Contax Sans 55
Contax Sans 75

Blue Chamomile
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Hydrates &
Smoothes
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PALETTE

SECONDARY

Based on Aubrey’s legacy colors, the brand palette is bright, colorful and
energetic. Inspired both by Aubrey ingredients and by nature’s inherent beauty,
colors are named after flowers. Orange, pink and blue comprise the primary
colors, which are derived from Aubrey’s packaging. At once vivacious and bold,
these colors have a strong but not overbearing presence.
The secondary colors are a lighter iteration of the primary palette. Softer and
more reserved than their counterparts, these colors maintain the integrity and
authenticity of the brand while composing a well-rounded palette that reflects
Aubrey’s natural ingredients.

GLADIOLA
PANTONE
381

CALENDULA
PANTONE
136

CORNFLOWER
PANTONE
637

PRIMARY

SHAMROCK

MARIGOLD

HYACINTH

ROSE

PANTONE
390

PANTONE
144

PANTONE
641

PANTONE
226

PEONY
PANTONE
232

VALUE EXAMPLES

Have the courage to be who you want to be in a
world that is trying to make you like everyone else.

